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Abstract: A new framework to tackle the double talk (DT) problem in acoustic echo cancellation is based on
a time domain adaptive filters implementation. Echo cancellers generally employ control mechanisms to prevent
adaptive filter updates during double talk. This paper introduced the information contained in time - varying
second order statistics of non-stationary signals to update adaptive filters and compute echo path responses
during double talk. A framework of this paper gives ideas from semi-blind source separation (SBSS). First the
independent signals are mixing, then semi blind signal separation is accomplished. The distinctness of the
source correlation function is already developed an efficient adaptive algorithm using frequency domain
processing and the proposed approach adapts in the time domain rather than in frequency. Improvements to
convergence behavior, ERLE and misalignment performance and stability were obtained.

Key words: Semi-blind source separation  Echo cancellation  Adaptive filters and Echo Return Loss
Enhancement.

INTRODUCTION domain translation is based on “sparse” equations. In [6]

A new normalized least _mean square adaptive introduced for active noise control or acoustic
algorithm has been developed with double the equalization. In [7, 8] the partitioned block frequency-
convergence speed for the elimination of the acoustic domain adaptive filter (PBFDAF) is analyzed. In [7]
echo caused by room impulse response. A transition multirate adaptive filters which combines frequency
formula is derived for the mean squared coefficient error domain adaptive filtering with “row action projection”. In
with a different step size for each weight of an adaptive [8] to implement an adaptive second order volterra filter
transversal filter [1]. On the other hand in recent years a allowing different memory length for the linear and
double talk detector has been (4) attracting to keep the quadratic kernel method that results computationally
adaptive filter from diverging in the presence of near - end efficient and fast converging.
speech and disruptive noise. Several DTD algorithms are For adjusting the sub-band step-sizes in each sub-
examined using a digital speech data base and measured band using a simple variable step-size algorithm is
room responses under typical real – world operating introduced to the PEB algorithm. This new multi-step
conditions [2]. In this paper, we propose a delay less algorithm improves the convergence speed and reduces
frequency domain (DLFD) algorithm that reduces the the mean-square error and computational complexity over
inherent delay is completely [3]. To reduce the far – end the full-band  algorithms   in   colored  environments [9].
speech interference a new iterative maximal length A new approach to AEC has been denoted as
correlation algorithm is used [4]. loudspeaker- impulse response LIME approach. Although

The algorithm provides better convergence this method improves performance and reduce
characteristics in [5, 6] than the standard affine projection computational complexity when applied to double talk
algorithm that results from the assumption of a small detection algorithm [10]. Using critically sampled sub-
regularization parameter in [5], it is an exact frequency band adaptive filters affine projection algorithm will be

multichannel and fast affine projection algorithms are
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applied for solving system identification problems [11].
Experimental results are shown that a four-channel filter
bank with sub-band AP can achieve an average MSE that
is 5dB lower than a sub-band NLMS algorithm during
initial filter convergence. Robust adaptive algorithms in
the frequency domain can be combined with a suitable
DTD algorithms based on a normalized cross correlation
vector. The performance was shown to be superior to
other DTD’s based on the cross correlation [12]. In this
paper low complexity delay less acoustic echo
cancellation techniques based on frequency domain Fig. 1: Diagram of acoustic echoing system and echo
spline–identification are proposed and investigated [13]. cancellation system
The proposed technique provides better performance
than FAP algorithms especially in double talk and noisy
environments.

Our proposed prediction error identification
techniques will be applied to standard NLMS algorithm,
which is highly sensitive to double talk. The RPE and
PEM-AFROW algorithms tend to show the fastest
convergence behavior with a few additional computations
[14]. In recent years, a new method based on the optimal
learning rate of the NLMS algorithm in the presence of
noise has been derived. This method evaluated in Fig. 2: Block diagram of echo system and echo
multidelay block frequency domain (MDF) adaptive filter, cancellation system
it outperforms than current double-talk detection
techniques and is simple to implement [15]. For under- y (t)= x (t)+a(t)* x (t) (1)
modeling case variable step-size NLMS (VSS-NLMS)
algorithm is suitable. It is very robust and easy to control where * denotes convolution, the response of any
and also good performance [16]. In this paper RVSS- amplifier denoted as a (t).
NLMS algorithm is proposed by optimizing the square of If y (t) is transmitted back to the far-end, it consists
a posteriori error, which provides fast convergence with of the near end signal along with unacceptably disruptive
µ=1, but also a performance  against  noise  as  robust echo.
[17]. The technique of variable step-size matrix NSAF To create an artificial echo path is a solution to the
(VSSM-NSAF) algorithm improves the performance and echo problem for the far-end signal. Let the impulse
obtain faster convergence rate than the NLMS algorithm response of the echo path be denoted as b (t) * x (t) can
with colored input signals [18]. be added to the microphone signal to cancel the echo.

Double Talk Echo Cancellation: In Bi-directional voice The echo canceled signal can be represented as,
communication between a far-end location and a near
–end is made possible using a loudspeaker and a z (t) = x (t) + a(t) + b (t) * x (t) (2)
microphone as shown in Fig, 1. The far-end speech is
emitted by   loudspeaker,   x (t)    into    the   near  end. Which shows that the echo is canceled when the1

The signal x (t) includes both speech and background matching condition b (t) = -a(t) is satisfied. The placement1

sounds produced on the far-end. The speech and of the echo canceller is shown in Fig. 2. It denoted as the
background sounds produced on the far-end, x (t) plus far-end signal x (t) and the microphone signal y (t) and the2

echoes of the far end signal are collects by microphone at outputs the canceled signal z (t).
the near end. During double talk, the impulse response of The unknown response a (t) is to identify, the echo
the resulting signal at the near end microphone y (t) is canceller adapts the response of b(t) until z (t) the2

modeled as, matching condition is reached. This is typically
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accomplished to minimize the variance of the echo
canceled signal by adapting b (t) during intervals when
the far-end is active E[x (t)] > 0and the near end user is1

2

silent, E[x (t)] ˜ 0, the condition in which users on both Echo cancellation during double talk is accomplished2
2

ends are simultaneously active, adapting by b (t) during if the mixture y (t) can be separated into two independent
double talk. groups i.e if z (t) is independent of z (t)

Casting Echo Cancellation as Semi-blind  Separation: Nonstationarity for Blind Echo Cancellation: Near end
The diagram in Fig.2 is functionally equivalent to the one and far-end signals are non-stationary group separation
in fig.1, where b and a are Mx1 vectors containing samples can be accomplished by minimizing the group separation
of the impulse responses b(t) and a(t) respectively. criterion

a = [a(0), a(1), a(2)…….a(M-1)] (3)T

b = [b(0), b(1), b(2)…….b(M-1)] (4) (8)T

where M is the length of the echo path response. The
microphone, y (t) and echo canceled z (t) signals are obey R  has the form2 2

the model

y (t) = x (t)+a  x (t) (5)2 2 1
T

z (t) = y (t)+b  x (t) (6)2 2 1
T

= x (t)+(a+b)  x (t) Minimization of J (B) by differentiation is2 1
T

where

x (t)=x (t), x  (t-1),…. x  (t-M-1) (5)1 1 1 1

y(t)=A x (t) (6)1

The inverse of the mixing matrix A has the form, With respect to C

current value of b. Whereas J (CB) is the cost after

The separation matrix B as, b  b+c (10)

c = -b-a (11)

Then BA = I, when the matching condition b = -a is
satisfied Let z (t) be the vector of separated signals

z (t) = B y(t) (7) b dia (CBR B C ) + log det (CBR B C )

1 2

l

complicated. To this end, define the adjustment matrix,

The product CB is defined as

(C) = J (B) – J (CB) (9)

The quantity J (B) is the cost associated with the

updating b according to

(C) = J (B) – J (CB) (12)

L =  w log det b diag (BR B ) - log det (BR B ) – log detl l l
T T

l l
T T T T
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i =1

[Br B ]  = R (13)l 11 l,1
T

[BR B ]  = b R b – 2b r + r (14)l 22 l,1 l,12 l,2
T T T

[CBR B C ]  = R (15)l 11 i,1
T T

[CBRlBTCT]22 = (b+c)  R  (b+c) r  + r (16)T
l,1 l,12 l,2

(17)
where

S = b R b – 2b r + r (18)l l,1 l,12 l,2
T T

(19)

where wl = 0

(C)  - log (c Rˆ c +2c  Rˆ  c + rˆ ) +1) (20)T T
1 1 12

where Fig. 3: Simulation results for Semi-Blind AEC System

made using real-time digital signal processing hardware in
(21) an actual room. A 700 tap adaptive recursive least square

The combination of (1) & (2) constitute the blind The magnitude response of the impulse response a (t) is
echo cancellation technique when R  & rˆ  statistics displayed in fig. The signals used in the simulations arel 12

computed from the L most recent data intervals. recordings of a man (far-end signal, x (t)) and woman
Our strategy to significantly reduce the complexity (near-end signal, x (t)) talking. Both signals are active over

would be to use a symmetric Toeplitz approximation for the entire duration, therefore a double talk condition holds
the M X M matrix R . Such matrices are parameterize by over the whole duration. The near-end signal andl,1

their first column, leading to O(M) operations to update microphone signals are shown above and below each
per sample and efficient algorithms for solving toeplitz other respectively.
systems exist that have complexity O(M ) or O(M log M). To characterize the performance of echo cancellation2 2

The Toeplitz approximation also significantly reduces the algorithms is often measured by Echo return loss
memory requirements of the algorithm. enhancement (ERLE). A performance metric is important

If the steps of solving the Toeplitz system across an than ERLE in double talk setting is related to the
interval of length M, then the overall algorithm complexity improvement in the signal –to-interference ratio (SIR)
reduces to being linear in M. provided by echo cancellers. In the microphone output

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION end signal x (t) is viewed as interference.

The echo cancellation system depicted in Fig. (3) was The SIR in the microphone output is 
simulated. The filter coefficients used for the room
impulse response  a(t)   were  derived  from  measurements SIR  = E[d (t)] / E[d (t)] (22)

(RLS) filter was to identify the room impulse response.

1

2

y (t) the signal component is the echo d (t) and the near2 1

2

y2(t) 1 2
2 2
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Fig. 4: Magnitude response for Semi- blind AEC system 

Fig. 5: Echo Return Loss Enhancement for CONCLUSION
Nonstationarity Blind Echo Cancellation system.

The SIR of echo canceled signal, blind  echo  cancellation.  Successful semi-blind

SIR  = E[d (t)+dˆ (t)]  / E[x (t)] (23) measured   microphone    signal    which  during doublez2(t) 1 1 2
2 2

The improvement in SIR due to the echo canceller is echoes  of  the  far-end  signal. Thus semi-blind
the ratio SIR  / SIR which is equal to ERLE. separation is  able  to  adapt   an   echo   canceling filtersy2(t) z2(t)

In the simulations, the ERLE is computed by to  changes  in  the  echo   path   response  during a
estimating the power in d (t) and e (t) according to double talk  event.  Plots  of echo return loss1 1

P d  (t) =  Pd  (t-1) + (1- ) [d  (t)] (24) proposed technique is able to successfully extract1 1 1
2

P e  (t) =  Pe  (t-1) + (1- ) [e  (t)] (25) statistics of speech signals.1 1 1
2

And taking the ratio ERLE (l) = Pd  (t)/ Pe  (t) where1 1

= 0.9999
The blind  echo    cancellation    algorithm  was

applied to cancel echo during a 30 second episode of
continuous double talk. To examine the utility of
exploiting the nonstationary of the signals the
performance of the algorithm was compared using
different  partitions  of  time  into  intervals. Number of
data  vectors x (t)   and   scalars y (t)  is  used to1 2

compute  the  statistics  in  R  and r . However note that1 12

R  and R  both depend upon the current cancellerl, 1 l, 12

through  the  quantities s . The technique presented inl

this paper requires solving a large system of linear
equations Rˆ b = -rˆ . Large covariance matrices must be1 12

computed and stored for each data interval. Therefore the
algorithm used in the simulations of this paper is not
appropriate for a real-time implementation on DSP
hardware.

The Semi-blind separation setting is advantages for

separation recovers the near-end signal from the

talk  is a  mixture  of  the  near-end  signal as well as

enhancement (ERLE) performance confirm that the

information from the non-stationary second order
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